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Amey is proposing to develop a
new waste treatment facility at its
Waterbeach Waste Management
Park in Cambridgeshire.
To reduce reliance on landfilling and complementing
our existing services, Waterbeach Waste Recovery
Facility will use state-of-the-art proven combustion
technology to create electricity, heat or a mix of both
from households and business waste. Proposed
to be built on land next to the existing Mechanical
Biological Treatment hall, the facility would process
waste which is currently being sent to landfill.
The facility would create around 300 jobs during
the construction phase (over 36-months) and 35
permanent full-time equivalent jobs once operational.
This leaflet provides further information on
the proposals.

Planning application submitted for
Waterbeach Waste Recovery Facility

The development site

Thank you to everyone who attended our information
sessions or submitted their feedback as part of the
pre-application consultation for the Waterbeach Waste
Recovery Facility. All comments received were taken into
account and have been used to shape our final proposal;
the planning application for which was submitted in
December 2017.
You can view our planning application on Cambridgeshire
County Council’s planning portal at http://planning.
cambridgeshire.gov.uk. Select ‘Search For a Planning
Application’, enter the application number (S/3372/17/
CW) in the ‘Planning Reference’ box and press search.
It is expected the planning application will be fully
reviewed and a decision made by the county council
later this year.
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Did you know?
How your feedback has shaped our proposals...

The site has been operational since the 1960s and in the 2000s
developed in to what is now known as Waterbeach Waste
Management Park. Amey’s team delivers vital services across
Cambridgeshire, promoting waste awareness, reduction, reuse
and sustainable treatment, which means we play a major part
in the communities we serve. We are proud to play a vital role in
supporting residents, businesses and local groups.

In finalising the proposals for Waterbeach Waste Recovery Facility, we have worked closely
with local stakeholders and our Community Liaison Group (which includes local residents and
representatives from the county and district councils and parish councils), as well as taking into
account feedback from our public consultation held in September.
The changes made as a result of feedback received include:
A curved roof shape has been included in the final designs
following comments that this would better complement
and blend in with the general landscape and existing
adjacent facilities.
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Different colours and materials have been selected to help
reduce the perceived size of the building and deliver a high
quality finish to the development.

We employ around 250 people
at the Waterbeach site and our
network of nine household waste
recycling centres and two waste
transfer stations in the county

The design proposals feature high quality contemporary
materials in a palette of soft greys and greens; flat, nonreflective, neutral and recessive colours which will stand the
test of time.
The building has been oriented and positioned to reduce the
impacts on homes and businesses to the south and east of
the site. The proposed layout provides the necessary vehicle
circulation around the new building and delivers the required
separation of HGV and staff/visitor traffic.
The positioning of the facility has also enabled an extensive
landscape and biodiversity scheme to be developed. Offering
a range of habitats, a central element is a bold planting of
hybrid poplar trees, reminiscent of the poplar plantations and
shelterbelts that can be seen in the surrounding area.
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Our Community Fund has provided
nearly £5million worth of grants
to local good causes

Each year we supply over 2,500
tonnes of soil improver free of
charge to local residents

Around 50% of the 400,000
tonnes of waste we receive at
Waterbeach Waste Management
Park each year is currently
diverted from landfill

Our Revive project – an online system (http://witchford.revivemarketplace.com)
where residents can view and reserve reuse items that are for sale at
Witchford Household Recycling Centre - is the first such online Household
Recycling Centre project in the UK

Each of our employees is entitled to take one Community Involvement Day
each year to help projects in the local area. In the past we have worked on
projects at Denny Farm Museum, the footpath which links Waterbeach
village with the A10, and local school gardens

Using state-of-the-art technology to sort and separate
materials, our Materials Recycling Facility processes
86,000 tonnes of recyclables from across the county
each year, using state-of-the-art technology to sort
and separate materials

Since 2011, over 600 schools
and community groups have
benefitted from the Education
Centre at Waterbeach or our
outreach service

Each year we hold around 15 family and fun days at our
site and in the local community. We also attend over 40
community events throughout Cambridgeshire to help
improve waste education

Q. I’ve heard that Energy from Waste plants
such as this have a negative effect on the
health of local people – is this true?
A. Modern waste treatment facilities such as
this use state-of-the-art equipment and are
highly regulated. They meet all the stringent
environmental criteria laid down by the
Government and EU.
Air Quality and Human Health issues have been
assessed by experts as part of the Environmental
Impact Assessment which was included in our
planning application. The assessment concludes
that the proposed development would not give
rise to significant environmental effects in
relation to air quality or human health.
Before being allowed to operate, Amey has to
apply for a permit from the Environment Agency
(EA). The EA will only grant a permit once it is
certain the proposed facility will meet and be
run in accordance with all legal and regulatory
requirements. Our chosen technology will meet
these requirements, nevertheless the permit
will have strict conditions to make sure the
facility will not have a detrimental effect on the
environment or harm people’s health.
Once operational, the emissions from the stack
will be monitored using Continuous Emissions
Monitoring Systems (CEMS). The equipment
will be certified by suitably qualified specialists
and the EA (as part of the Environmental
Permit requirements) will be able to undertake
unannounced monitoring to check and validate
our systems. The CEMS provides data to the
operator who can use the information on
emissions to regulate the operation of the
facility. Should the CEMS detect emissions that
exceed prescribed limits then the system would
regulate or stop the operation of the facility.
The following links may be useful if you require
further information on emissions and health:
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/
municipal-waste-incinerator-emissions-to-airimpact-on-health
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/
municipal-waste-incinerators-emissionsimpact-on-health

Your questions answered...
Q. Why have you chosen this site?
A. The site is centrally located within
Cambridgeshire and is allocated in the adopted
Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Minerals
and Waste Development Site Specific Proposals
Development Plan Document (DPD) (adopted
February 2012) as a suitable site for waste
recycling, recovery, and for energy from waste.
The DPD was adopted following lengthy
examination by an independently appointed
Planning Inspector. We are now putting forward
a proposal which complies with this allocation.
Importantly, the site is well located adjacent to
the existing Waterbeach Waste Management
Park enabling the benefits of co-location to
be realised.
Q. I’ve heard that the new facility would be
higher than Ely Cathedral – why does it need to
be so big?
A. Ultimately, the size of the building and stack
height is determined by the technology included
within it as well as EA air emissions requirements.
The building is divided into the various process
areas with the height of the structure varying
depending on the process that it houses. The
highest section of the buildings is towards the
western end (closest to the landfill), and the
lowest point to the eastern end (closest to the
A10). Building heights vary from 41.7m to 11.7m
and the stack is 80m high.
Ely Cathedral is 66m at its highest point – the
West Tower; however it sits on a hill so will
therefore remain prominent in the local landscape.
Q. There have been problems at the
Waterbeach site with odour – how can I be sure
that this facility would not make these worse?
A. The odour issues previously experienced
at our site were related to our In Vessel
Composting facility, which processes mixed
food and garden waste collected by district

Want to find out more about our proposals?

councils in Cambridgeshire, as well as similar
waste which we collect from local schools and
businesses. We have implemented a number
of measures and mitigate these issues and
continue to work closely with the Environment
Agency to find further solutions.
The proposed waste recovery facility – including
the area where waste will be tipped on arrival
– will be fully enclosed to control odour (and
noise). Air from this area will be drawn from the
tipping hall and used in the combustion process.
Odour has been fully assessed as part of our Air
Quality Assessment and, once operational, like
all other emissions, will be tightly controlled as
part of the environmental permit.
Q. How much additional traffic would the
proposed facility generate?
A. As an operational site we currently accept an
average 280 waste vehicles on a normal operating
weekday.
As the majority of the waste which will go into
the new facility is already being delivered to the
Waste Management Park for pre-treatment, the
development would not give rise to a significant
increase in vehicle traffic; we anticipate around
30 additional lorries a day. However, we are
conscious that traffic on the A10 is a sensitive
local issue and the planning application therefore
considers the direct and indirect traffic impacts
that may be associated with our proposed new
facility in considerable detail.
The proposed facility aims to provide a viable
alternative to continuing to send waste to
landfill, particularly as at current rates landfill
capacity would run out at Waterbeach in 10-15
years’ time. The Transport Assessment which
is part of the planning application shows that
in the event that the EfW is not developed then
the landfill would reach capacity much sooner
and there would be a significant net increase in
vehicles exporting residual waste back-off site
to an alternative landfill or facility.

Visit https://wasteservices.amey.co.uk/where-we-work/cambridgeshire/our-energy-from-waste-proposal/
email us at wasteenquiries@amey.co.uk
or call us on 01223 861010
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